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Where are the young women collectors, and what are
they acquiring? These are the questions that led antiquarian booksellers Heather O’Donnell and Rebecca Romney
to establish the Honey & Wax Book Collecting Prize in
2017. This is an annual award of $1,000 for an outstanding book collection conceived and built by a young woman,
aged thirty or younger, from the United States. The prize
was named after the antiquarian bookselling business
that O’Donnell founded in 2011, and which Romney joined
in 2016. According to the company’s website, entries can
include “a collection [of] . . . books, manuscripts, and
ephemera; and it may be organized by theme, author,
illustrator, publisher, printing technique, binding style,
or another clearly articulated principle. Collections are
judged not on their size or their market value, but on
their originality and their success in illuminating their
chosen subjects.”
Based on their own experiences in the male-dominated
book trade, O’Donnell and Romney knew that the shortage
of young women buying at book fairs and represented
on booksellers’ mailing lists did not signify their absence.
Indeed, as women have done for centuries in the face of
social, cultural, and economic barriers, they were likely working outside, or on the fringes of, traditional channels. The
Honey & Wax Prize seeks to find these women and to give
them a platform for sharing their fresh approaches to
collecting with the broader antiquarian book community.
Two factors in particular inspired O’Donnell and
Romney to establish the prize. First, they wanted to create
a counter-narrative to the prevailing view among members of the trade that “young people don’t collect.” While
this observation may be true of traditional high spot
collecting, many young collectors have developed alternative, and more affordable, ways of meeting the enduring
human need to gather and find stories in assemblages of
textual artifacts. Second, they noticed that the women
they encountered tended to be more hesitant than men
to self-identify as collectors, and they hoped that the
application process would help more women to see their
collecting for the accomplished, goal-oriented, and
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Miriam Borden, Honey & Wax
Prize Winner, 2020

legitimate activity that it is. Another objective was to
offer a book collecting prize for young people outside the
boundaries of an academic institution. The National
Collegiate Book Collecting Contest (NCBCC)—jointly led
by the Antiquarian Booksellers’ Association of America
(ABAA), the Fellowship of American Bibliophilic Societies
(FABS), the Grolier Club, and the Library of Congress—
is the primary channel in the United States for young
collectors to achieve recognition, community, and support.
The restriction of this contest to college and university
students creates obvious barriers to inclusion. By opening
the Honey & Wax Prize to all women, regardless of
whether they are enrolled in a degree program, O’Donnell
and Romney invited a new and larger community into
the fold.
This interview with the Honey & Wax Prize recipients
from 2017 to 2020 shows unequivocally that, in spite of
the rapid growth of digital technologies, physical artifacts
continue to mediate the experience of the world for younger
generations in ways that are just as personal, complex,
and charged as they have always been. Through questions
that highlight the roles of craft, design, age, and gender in
the development of their collections, these four women
reveal new paths in collecting that are guided by creativity, originality, and personal vision rather than allegiance
to traditional canons. The results should inspire confidence in the heart of anyone who is concerned about the
future of collecting.

2020. Miriam Borden (MB): “Building a Nation of Little
Readers: Twentieth-Century Yiddish Primers and Workbooks for Children.” Borden is a PhD candidate at the
University of Toronto, where she is a Yiddish teacher,
translator, and collector, and a walking tour guide with
the Ontario Jewish Archives. She conducts oral histories
for the Yiddish Book Center in Amherst, MA and sits on
the board of the Ashkenaz Festival of Jewish Culture.
2019. Emily Forster (EF): “Crimes of Passion: Collecting
Fan-made Comics and Dōjinshi.” Forster is a cartoonist

Emily Forster, Honey & Wax Prize
Winner, 2019

from Hawaii. She currently lives in New York City, where
she self-publishes comics and zines with The Yam Fam.

2018. Jessica Jordan (JJ): A collection of books designed
by prolific American illustrators Leo and Diane Dillon.
Jordan is a former bookseller and current PhD candidate
in English at Stanford.
2017. Jessica Kahan (JK): “Romance Novels of the Jazz
Age and Depression Eras.” Jessica Kahan is a collection
development manager at a public library. She collects
antique romance novels and reviews books from her
collection on her blog, thegoodbadbook (thegoodbadbook
.wordpress.com).
Can you please tell us a little bit about your collection?
Why does the subject interest you?

MB I collect Yiddish textbooks, primers, and other educational materials produced for children in the Yiddish
school system, from its heyday in the 1920s to its twilight
years in the 1970s. Teaching children Yiddish in the
twentieth century held a special significance: it was one
answer to the question of what language best captured
modern Jewish expression and identity at a moment of
national and cultural awakening, a new era of self-
definition. Hebrew, ancient and sacred, was one answer.
Yiddish, modern and vernacular, was another.
As a teacher of Yiddish, I am captivated by the
passion and fight of the individuals and institutions that
came before me and inspired by their commitment to
sustain this thousand-year-old language. I collect the
evidence of those efforts—the schoolbooks, song sheets,
Jewish holiday-themed coloring books, ephemera—in
order to remember the fire that once burned, and to learn
how to rekindle it.
EF I collect fan-made comics and zines. These days, most
people are aware of what “fan fiction” is—the books that
make up my collection are essentially fan fiction in comic
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book form. While there are many examples of fan art out
there, I’m focused on sequential art because I am a comics
creator myself. The majority of the books in my collection
are Japanese fan comics called doujinshi.
I am drawn to fan comics partly because I love the
cycle of inspiration they represent. Each book is the product
of someone being so affected by another person’s story
that they put in an incredible effort just to channel their
thoughts somewhere. I am also fascinated by the divide
between fan comics and “real” books, and the semi-
underground, semi-legitimized world of doujinshi in Japan.

JJ I collect works that feature illustrations by Leo and
Diane Dillon, a husband and wife duo whose career
together spans over fifty years (Leo passed away in 2012;
Diane is still working). They were remarkably prolific, and
they are best known for their illustrations in children’s
books—they remain the only artists to have won the
Caldecott Medal in consecutive years, 1976 and 1977—and
on science fiction and fantasy book covers. The Dillons’
work can be found on records, advertising materials,
textbooks, and more. I began collecting their work for the
simple reason that I find it astoundingly beautiful, and
because it graced some of my favorite childhood novels.
It’s also a really fun area to collect in; there is no bibliography of the Dillons’ work, so a lot of it depends on
trusting my eye to recognize their art when I see it. As an
interracial couple, they also did a lot of groundbreaking
work for representation, and that needs to be documented
and remembered.
JK I collect first edition romance novels from the 1920s
and 1930s, all in their original dust jackets. My collection
consists of American editions, and mostly American
authors, with a focus on settings contemporary to their
publication. They often first appeared in magazine
serializations or syndicated newspaper features before
being published in a hardcover edition. The hardcovers
fortunately can withstand a gentle reading, as they have
sturdy bindings and non-brittle paper.
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Borden’s Yiddish schoolbook collection.

These romance stories capture a glimpse of the
everyday experience of American women during the
interwar period and grapple with women’s role in society
at that time, such as whether they should continue
working after marriage. Morality and cautionary tales
for women are often woven into the narrative, such as
overspending a credit account at a fashionable store,
or what happens when a woman is seen as too “easy.”
What’s not to love about a nearly forgotten era of a
largely underrated genre?
How did you learn about the Honey & Wax Prize? Did you see
yourself as a collector before the contest? If not, do you now?

MB An archivist at the Ontario Jewish Archives pointed
me toward the prize, knowing that when people are
looking to get rid of Yiddish books, they usually call me.
But actually, I never chose to become a collector of Yiddish
books. Because I am one of the rare speakers of the
language, these books come to me. They are the material
fragments of a once vibrant world. The collection process
is thus more than that; it’s not a transfer of books, it’s
an inheritance. When someone hands me a Yiddish book,
they also give me the history of that book—how it was
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used, when, by whom. The books speak, too, through
library stamps and inscriptions. I like to say that the
books don’t only contain stories, they tell stories. Each
book is a time capsule back to a world where Yiddish
wasn’t a research topic, it was an entire way of life. So if
I am a collector of Yiddish books, I am also a collector of
Yiddish stories and histories.

EF A friend told me about the contest and encouraged
me to enter. I definitely thought of myself as a collector
before (I had way too many books not to!) but due to the
nature of my collection, I hadn’t considered it could be
of much interest to other book collectors. Though I’m
deeply passionate about why fan-made works are worth
preserving and celebrating, there are plenty of people
who would dismiss them as frivolous. Looking at previous
prize recipients and runners-up, there are so many
incredible collections with a lot of historical value! I
really appreciate everyone at Honey & Wax who found
my collection and essay worthwhile and allowed them
to stand alongside so many other impressive entries.
JJ I think I saw it on Twitter, and a friend of mine had also
posted about it on Facebook. For me, the experience

of applying (compiling a bibliography, articulating my
motivations, describing my books) not only helped me
see that I was a collector, but also made me a better one.
Previously, I had just been picking up Dillon books when
I recognized them at book sales, but I learned a lot more
about their publishing history in the research I did for my
submission, which has allowed me to get much better
at locating their work. I think that before I won, I thought
of collecting as the province of expensive, rare, or old books,
and I hadn’t thought about the consequences of everything excluded by that assumption. It’s not just about
who gets excluded, although that is too often women and
people of color, but what gets excluded—what objects that
we, as a culture, consider valuable and which we do not.

JK I’ve known I was a book collector nearly from the
beginning. Yes, I’ve had instances of a few individuals
telling me that my books aren’t collectible or belittling
my chosen genre, but my collection has been met mostly
with positivity. In fact, five years before the Honey &
Wax Prize, I placed second in the 2012 National Collegiate
Book Collecting Contest (NCBCC), a huge honor. It was
my sponsor from the NCBCC who first told me about the
Honey & Wax Prize. She saw the announcement on Lit

Hub and reached out to me. I’m forever grateful to her,
both for letting me know about the Honey & Wax Prize in
2017 as well as for sponsoring and encouraging my NCBCC
entry in 2012.
What physical, material aspects of the artifacts that you
collect are important for you? Do you consider craft and
design when deciding what to add to the collection?

MB I look for library stamps that announce the school’s
alignment with a particular political movement. I look
for sophisticated page layout and narrative. I am interested in the ways aesthetic choices construct the inner
world of these primers and drive the plots and subplots.
What are the first words and images presented: “teacher”
and school, or “mother” and home? One book, Ikh lern
zikh yidish (I Learn Yiddish), a 1938 primer by Y. Kaminski,
has bold black-and-red illustrations of flowers, lions,
and birds in the Russian folk art style, evoking nascent
Eastern European ideas about national pride and culture
popular in the interwar period.
The range of my collection (1920s to 1970s) also
showcases the material variety of these books over time.
I have old clothbound saddle-stitched hardcovers, newer
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Emily Forster’s fan-made comics and Dōjinshi collection.

perfect-bound softcovers, still newer coil-bound or stapled
mimeographed booklets, Xeroxed coloring pages. Between
the boards, a variety of Yiddish typefaces interplay
with different handwritten fonts that change over time,
as Yiddish competed with—and was influenced by—
aesthetic changes in Israeli Hebrew as it developed
through the 1950s and 60s (they share the same alphabet,
with differing aesthetic conventions).
I also look for marginalia that reveals the personality
and creativity of their authors as they sat, bored in class,
embellishing (and vandalizing) their schoolbooks. Clean
copies are good archival specimens, but I especially enjoy
marked-up books that were visibly used: students’ names
scribbled in inside covers (sometimes multiple students,
if books were recycled), additional illustrations and
commentary (sometimes lewd), workbook exercises that
have been attempted. Blank books are only evidence of a
language that could have been learned, that might have
been taught. But books that have been visibly used (and
abused) are evidence of that learning. They are also foils
to the pristine, idealized fantasy world the primers depict:
in this world, children at school are happy, helpful, polite,
tidy, smart, inquisitive, compassionate, well-behaved.
Books that have been scribbled in attest to the world of
other children: disinterested, irreverent, distracted by
classmates and hormones. Workbooks are sites of victory
and failure, places where kids make mistakes, where
they get gold stars and checkmarks or red Xes. These
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messier copies show the learning process at work, acting
as material witnesses to the dynamic transmission of
the language.

EF For the most part, fan comics are no-frills, the only end
goal being something affordable the artist can distribute.
The rare ones that show attention to the craft of the book
itself always stand out as my favorites. I collect plenty of
unassuming comics based on how interesting the artwork
looks, but a well-made book definitely tempts me even
when I don’t have any idea what’s inside! Even something
as simple as a deliberate choice of paper and ink color can
give a book personality and make the object itself shine.
Embellishments like transparent paper overlays or
metallic accents on covers are not uncommon in doujinshi,
and I’ve seen those used in very charming ways. On the
other hand, I also have a fondness for hand-stapled or
hand-folded photocopy zines. There’s something more
personal about the most humbly made comics, knowing
they came to you directly from the artist’s hands.
In my essay for Honey & Wax, I wrote about one
doujinshi in my collection that enchanted me most:
a little book with a die-cut half-sleeve that hides the
bottom of the cover and reveals a bustling crowd of
characters when removed. I love the way it uses such a
simple method to create a surprising change in the
mood of the cover art, transforming a still and silent
composition into a lively scene.
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Jessica Jordan’s collection of books designed by Leo and Diane Dillon.

JJ Because my collection is focused around two artists,
design is obviously an inextricable part of what draws
me to the artifacts I collect; in addition to creating the
illustrations, the Dillons often also worked as the graphic
designers for the books that bear their art. And what’s
fascinating about Leo and Diane is that they never confined themselves to one medium or style. Watercolors,
woodcarving, pastels, acrylics—I would have to be much
more well-versed in art techniques than I am to accurately
represent their technical ability, but I can appreciate the
remarkable variety of the effects that they achieved, which
makes collecting their work such a joy and a pleasure.
The fact that so much of their work was for the trade
market can make the question of quality in book production a little dicier. They did several covers for Time Life
Books in the 1960s, which are so brittle now they can
barely be opened, and early illustrations for science fiction
pulp mags are similarly delicate. But I actually love how
widely their work has circulated in its various forms. For
every child who saw themselves in one of their picture
books, or person who fell in love with the world they
painted on a cover of a novel, the Dillons’ art is part of
that relationship. It’s a part of people’s lives, and if sometimes that means books come into my collection a little
battered, it doesn’t bother me—the deeply human con
nection someone had with this book, which has been
captured through signs of use, is also a beautiful and rare
thing. Of course, hunting down pristine copies of these
well-loved and sometimes ephemeral works can also be
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very rewarding, as success represents the opportunity to
experience the work as the artists originally intended.

JK I have to say, these books were mass-produced for
quick consumption. The hardcover editions, when new,
ranged in price from seventy-five cents to two dollars.
They were meant to be affordable. That said, the materiality of the books I collect is very important to me, particularly their dust jackets. I don’t even consider adding a book
to my collection if it is missing its original dust jacket.
So many titles that are now eighty to one hundred years
old have missing or badly damaged dust jackets.
Without a doubt, the dust jackets are my collection’s
visual hook. They’re beautiful and eye-catching. Their
style evolves with the times, changing throughout the
years. After seeing enough of them, it becomes relatively
easy to place cover art within a few years with just a quick
glance. My collection includes dust jacket cover art by
Peter Driben, Paul Galdone, Polly Hill, Charles L. McCann,
Coles Phillips, Alfred Skrenda, Modest Stein, Mach Tey,
Charles R. Wrenn, and many others.
The titles I select to join my collection often have
cover art that is very similar to others already in my
collection. In some cases, a dust jacket will literally be a
repeat! The publisher Grosset & Dunlap sometimes
recycled their dust jacket designs, sometimes even for the
same author. I tend to select covers with illustrations of
women on the dust jacket. These illustrations could be
close-cropped, or a full-body picture including a fashion
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promulgate Yiddish among young people ultimately failed.
My age has therefore always been a feature of my work
with Yiddish. Individuals who donate their books to me
do so with a sense that they are ensuring the future of the
language. The people whose books I collect tend to be a
few generations older than me, and our shared ability to
speak Yiddish allows me to access not only their books,
but their memories and stories. Many ask me if I plan to
teach my future children Yiddish someday; here again,
youth and continuity is a deep concern. But that question
is also connected, I believe, to the widespread characterization of Yiddish as the mameloshn, the mother tongue.
It’s a loving term for the language that indicates, in
heavily gendered terms, the affective bind of speakers to
Yiddish. It is one’s mother tongue, the language of one’s
childhood, the language of one’s mother and grandmother.
Even those who come to language as adults refer to
Yiddish as their mameloshn. I cannot say whether this
directly informs my collection practices. But subliminally,
I suspect a link between my position as a young Yiddish-
speaking woman and the generational, future-oriented
gaze of those whose Yiddish books I collect.

element, with a love interest, or a solo visage, stylized in an
art deco fashion, or more realistic rendition. There’s some
variation, but a bright, attractive dust jacket is a must.
The Honey & Wax Prize is designed for women collectors
under the age of thirty. Has your age or gender identity
informed your collecting choices or practices?

MB My interest in Yiddish has always been somewhat
unusual precisely because of my age. The history of the
Yiddish school system is evidence that postwar efforts to
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EF Gender plays a large role in my collection in that the
types of fan comics I collect are overwhelmingly made by
and for women. You might draw a parallel to the genre of
romance novels in prose fiction. Both are spheres completely dominated by female creators, where elsewhere in
the arts you will still find plenty of spaces where women
struggle to achieve notoriety equal to their male counterparts. Indeed, many fan comics (though not all) have a
romantic or erotic focus. While it’s not the driving force
behind my collection, a lot of the admiration I have for
these comics comes from delight in seeing what women
create when they have no one to appeal to but themselves.
And I don’t just mean that the artists are unconcerned
with the opinions of men—they are generally unconcerned with any outside opinion. It’s not unusual at all to
find a doujinshi centered on, for example, an imagined
romance between two tertiary characters in an unpopular
TV series. Perhaps only four other people will ever appreciate such a book, but in the world of fan comics, there is no
need for an audience or for editorial approval—only the
compulsion to create matters. As an artist I can’t help but
cherish what comes out of such uninhibited creativity,
and as a woman I believe it is an incredibly special thing
to find any place where women make all the rules.
JJ This is kind of a funny question because I think it
suggests a kind of intentionality which isn’t necessarily
there. Do I think that my collection and myself as a
collector have been taken less seriously because I am
young and a woman? Yes, unquestionably. But I also don’t
think that, for the most part, the rare book community
does this on purpose (not that this makes it any less of
a problem).

Statistically, women make less money than men,
which means they often have fewer resources to build
respected collections. Everyone applying to this prize has
also spent their entire adult life enduring one economic
crisis after another—we don’t have money to own houses
or start families, let alone collect the kind of books I love
to gaze at longingly during book fairs. So it’s worth mentioning that this isn’t just an issue of gender, or of age,
but also one of class.
I understand this issue as being inextricably bound
up with a centuries-old anxiety about the proximity
between women and books. Women are and have been
routinely derided for their taste in books, for their
book-buying habits, and for all of the “wrong” ways in
which we read. So when Heather and Rebecca point out
that a primary motivation for starting this prize was
because they frequently encountered women who were
clearly collecting books but not identifying as collectors,
that observation is deeply tied to all of the ways women
have been excluded from the story we tell about how,
why, and which books matter.

popular at the time of their publication, they’re nearly
gone now. They often weren’t valued institutionally, and
most titles have few holdings in OCLC [an online catalog
of worldwide libraries]. I think a lot of the damage is
done by dismissing romance novels of a certain era, made
clear by how few copies survive, especially in collectible
condition. I consider my work in helping preserve an
expansive corner of forgotten works by mostly women
writers to be a feminist act.
When I began my collection a decade ago, I was
approximately the same age as the protagonists in the
books I collected. That changed over the years. Now I’d
be considered well beyond the pale by the standards of
that era! The exception is the trope of the career woman
who has made it to thirty and is “missing something”
from her otherwise fulfilling life, but I suppose I’m aging
past that age bracket as well. Time marches on.

JK My gender will always be inherently linked to my
collection, for I collect within the romance genre. Collecting romance fiction shouldn’t be much different from
collecting mysteries, science fiction, fantasy, or Westerns,
but so often it is. For example, while many antiquarian
bookstores, websites, and virtual book fairs often have
entire browsing categories devoted to those other genres,
finding a browsing section on romance is a rarity.
The stories I collect are mainly for and about women,
and often written by women. I don’t doubt that contributes to their being undervalued. While these stories were

MB A delightful oral history project has emerged from this
prize: following a recent presentation I gave, a number of
people came forward with tales from their days as children
in the Yiddish school system. Some had used
the very same books in my collection, some had memories
of teachers, some had stories about how their Yiddish
education went on to shape their lives. As part of my
doctoral dissertation in Yiddish Studies, I plan to develop
an oral history project around these experiences. Maybe a
podcast, too? Wherever that project leads me, I am both
tickled and fascinated by the way my collection of Yiddish

How has your collection developed since you won the
prize? Did it convey any other benefits that you would like
to mention?

Selections from Jessica Kahan’s
romance novels collection.
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schoolbooks has elicited a response that highlights the
same generational perspective, nostalgia, and concern for
the future of Yiddish that the books themselves convey.

EF My collection continues to grow, but strangely, I feel
that winning the prize allowed me to slow down a little
bit! The process of thinking about what drives me to
collect and writing it all down took some of the feverish
edge off my obsession. I suppose just being able to share
my passion with other people gave me satisfaction that
I didn’t realize I was looking for. Of course, I don’t see
myself ever giving up collecting, but I feel like I can be a
little more discerning these days and focus on the books
that strike me as particularly special. As for the prize
money, I’ve set it aside to go towards buying a risograph
printer that my little comics collective and myself hope
to use to keep making our own comics, both original and
fan-oriented.
JJ Just entering the competition gave more direction to
my collecting, since it prompted me to pay close attention
to the kinds of items I had, and to research the trajectory
of the Dillons’ career. It felt really validating to win, and
the excitement I felt naturally deepened my interest
in creating a bibliography of their work—it is absolutely
mind-blowing to me that, to my knowledge, one doesn’t
exist. My collection has probably tripled since I won the
prize; an exciting recent acquisition is the original art
for an Avon paperback Western from the mid-1960s—I
have no idea the title or author of the book it was intended
for, but I am determined to find out! Beyond that, the
connection to a broader collecting community, especially
one composed of women, has been really meaningful
for me. I’m looking forward to the end of the pandemic
when some of those connections can begin to happen
in person again.
JK I’ve noticed my collection has taken a more research-
driven turn since I attended the Colorado Antiquarian
Book Seminar (CABS) in 2019. I have a small reference
library of subject-adjacent bibliographies and have been
creating publisher checklists to identify collection holes.
My personal catalog of the collection has expanded past
forty pages and is split into two copies: one with item-
specific information (e.g. finding an original owner in
the 1930 census) and one that I hope could someday be
the beginning of a subject bibliography without the item
information but mixed with “ghost entries” of titles yet
to join the collection.
Winning the inaugural Honey & Wax Prize was an
enormous accomplishment and has meant so much more
than the prize itself. It has opened the doors to all sorts
of experiences for me and launched a new chapter in my
collecting career!
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From a Distance, Close Up
The Self-Contained Books of Veronika Schäpers
Ruth R. Rogers

Anyone who has encountered the books of Veronika
Schäpers knows that they do not give up their secrets
easily. They entice the hands and perturb the intellect.
One cannot grasp their meaning without commitment
to enter and listen—to feel, to smell, to grapple with
concept. Where does this sly ambiguity originate? Why
is it so central to Schäpers’s work? It begins with the
form itself.
Schäpers refers to herself modestly, not as a book
artist, but as a book maker. When reflecting on her use of
the book as a creative medium, she comments, “My pages
and prints do not work well as individual sheets, they need
to be shown as a sequence. It somehow happens naturally,
and it is definitely connected to my love for literature and
the privacy and tactile sensations of a book.”
And here is the problem with categories. Schäpers may
call herself a book maker, and indeed she is, but that label
is too limiting. Her creative output crosses a threshold to
another realm. With all the rigor and mastery of traditional book arts skills, such as printing, binding, and
graphic design, she also has a poet’s cadence and a journalist’s probing curiosity. Add to this the extra dimension
of her subtle humor and compassionate observation of
human behavior, and we may begin to understand the
complexity of “book maker” as an identifier for Schäpers.

them as pieces of art is deeply rooted within the Japanese
culture, as is the careful housing and handling of items.”
Schäpers’s one-year plan turned into a fifteen-year
stay that had a profound impact on her creativity. Do
her books reflect the influence of Japan, or was her
residence there the fertile medium that brought out her
latent Eastern sensibilities? Collectors have noted that
Schäpers’s books combine a blend of Japanese aesthetics
and German precision in their exquisite materials and
minimalist design. This may be true on a superficial level,
but it is too reductive. There is no formula for producing
books as innovative as these. How does one think of
producing an excerpt of Robert F. Scott’s Antarctic diary
on stacked sheets of scratched Mylar punctured with tiny
silicone outcroppings and entombed in icy Plexiglas?
(March 29, 1914, 2012) Or making polymer printing plates
using glue and ink squeezed from mayonnaise bottles to
simulate the patterns of toppings on the beloved Japanese
pancake, okonomiyaki? (Okonomiyaki, 2010)
Innovation comes from curiosity, experimentation,
failure, limitation, and ambition, all factors that Schäpers
credits with driving her work. In Japan, she found that
the sheer abundance of synthetic materials alongside

The Influence of Japan: A Stranger at Home
Schäpers’s formal studies in painting and book arts began
with her years at Burg Giebichenstein, the University for
Art and Design in Halle, Germany. Before that, however,
she had already completed three years as an apprentice in
bookbinding, so she was well sensitized to the possibilities materials held for conveying meaning in art. Upon
completion of her degree in 1996, she embarked on a one-
year scholarship with Naoaki Sakamoto at Paper Nao in
Tokyo. Though she started out by performing routine
tasks, it was an opportunity she relished. She was happy
to absorb all she could about paper by observing quietly.
Over time, and in spite of the obstacles as a stranger
to the customs and language surrounding her, she recognized a kinship. Why this feeling of being at home in a
culture that was so far from her Western European roots?
Schäpers responded to the unfailing courtesy, the attention to ritual, the emphasis on elegant design in everyday
objects. “The value of crafted goods and the perception of

Yoko Tawada, Okonomiyaki, 2010; transparent acrylic box with silk
screened title, Tokyo.
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